WHO-IS-WHO in the

PARSEME

Shared Task on Automatic Identification of Verbal MWEs

Agata Savary
Main coordinator
agata.savary@univ-tours.fr
Corpus preparation, tools, website, workshop, annotation, deadlines, guidelines, everything!

Veronika Vincze
Shared task organizer
vinczev@inf.u-szeged.hu
Shared task participation and tracks, guidelines, workshop, general questions

Antoine Doucet
Shared task organizer
antoine.doucet@univ-lr.fr
Shared task participation and tracks, evaluation metrics, deadlines, general questions

Behrang QasemiZadeh
Annotation technical support
zadeh@phil.hhu.de
FLAT server, accounts and use, corpus format conversion, tokenizer, technical questions

Federico Sangati
Annotation technical support
federico.sangati@gmail.com
Master spreadsheet, platinum standard, FLAT, communication tools, technical questions

Carlos Ramisch
Romance LGL & guidelines editor
carlos.ramisch@lif.univ-mrs.fr
Guidelines, multilingual examples, website, workshop, questions on ES, FR, IT, PT, RO

Marie Candito
Romance LGL
marie.candito@gmail.com
Guidelines, linguistic tests, borderline cases, questions on ES, FR, IT, PT, RO

Voula Giouli
"Other languages" LGL
voula@ilsp.gr
Guidelines, corpus choice, annotation, questions on EL, FA, HE, HU, MT, TR

Ivelina Stoyanova
Slavic LGL
iva@dcl.bas.bg
Guidelines, questions on BG, CZ, HR, LT, PL, SL

Fabienne Cap
Germanic LGL
fabienne.cap@lingfil.uu.se
Guidelines, questions on DE, EN, SE, YI

Silvio Cordeiro
Guidelines editor
silvioricardoc@gmail.com
Guidelines, multilingual examples